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A N ‐ ‐L  S  C  R  P   
CONSERVATION OF A 1934 JENSEN MODEL M-20 AUDITORIUM SPEAKER 

 

BY ROBERT LOZIER - KD4HSH 
 
[Robert Lozier is a long-time member of MAARC and contributor to Radio Age.  In this article, he 
introduces some creative techniques for repairing a speaker cone.  He also reveals a couple of “secret 
weapons” he discovered during this restoration project. -Editor] 
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I  have had a McMurdo 
Silver, Inc. ‘Masterpiece 

III’ for over 25 years (Figure 
1).  From the outside it looks 
just fine but for some unknown 
reason, the speaker cabinet 
baffle board and amplifier 
shelf were completely missing 
(Figure 2).  Just a few months 
ago a posting on Antique 
Radio Forums shows a guy 
elated by his new find of a 
CARLTON (style name) 
speaker cabinet made by the 
Rockford Peerless Furniture 
Company for McMurdo Silver 
and E. H. Scott.  It shows the 
parts I’m missing (Figure 3). 
After several e-mail exchanges 
on the forum, I said I can make an exact replica.  
Folks watching that forum thread chimed in with 
additional photos to confirm that his cabinet is 
correct. 

 The loose speaker and 
amplifier in my cabinet had 
almost destroyed the cone in 
my Jensen   M-20 Auditorium 
Speaker (Figure 4).  A search 
on the Web seemed to indicate 
that a correct replacement cone 
would be impossible to find.  I 
was shocked to see that a 
number of Jensen M-20 
speakers with apparently very 
good cones have sold recently 
in the $2,000 to over $4,000 
range!  So I’m going to have to 
fix what I’ve got or do without. 
 Fortunately despite the 
terrible damage to the cone, the 
voice coil structure and spider 
on my speaker appeared to be 

intact.  Any repairs however were going to 
require that the cone be removed. 

(Continued on page 3) 

Figure 1. McMurdo Silver Masterpiece III 
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made. This was only a few months after the first 
advertisements for the Masterpiece III. 
 The cone had been punched out so long ago 
that some of the paper was now warped.  I built a 
jig like this made out of Medium Density 
Fiberboard (MDF) (Figure 5a and 5b).  Using a 
wood rasp and sanding block, I matched the 
curvature of the cone. 
 Now I could place the cone on the jig and wet 

In This Issue 
A Nothing-to-Loose Speaker Cone Repair    

Project ..................................................... 1 
Tidbits: Cabinet Repair Panel ........................ 8 
Emerson Radio Advertising Sign ................... 9 
Tube Tester Topics Part 1: Emission and    

Shorts .................................................... 13 
Classified Ads .............................................. 15 
MAARC Your Calendar! ............................... 16 

 In the first five or ten years of dynamic 
speaker design you see that cones were 
frequently made from a rather heavy paper and 
that the flange of the cone was glued and riveted 
to the speaker basket.  In my Jensen speaker, five 
stamped steel flange segments are riveted to the 
frame.  The semi-tubular rivets used can easily be 
cut out using a #39 dental burr in your          
Moto-Tool. 
 Three nuts secure the spider.  Carefully 
unscrew these.  Note that these nuts were often 
coated with lacquer to keep them tight.  Apply 
lacquer thinner and allow it to work before 
attempting to rotate the nut to make sure the 
spider is not twisted and does not break.   I was 
happy to see a hand-written date on the spider – 
10-24-34. No doubt about when this speaker was 

(Continued from page 1) 

Figure 2. Before: missing baffle board and amplifier shelf 

Figure 3. A er: my restored cabinet from the back 

Figure 4. Jensen M‐20 speaker with torn cone 
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the warped segments.  Then I placed a weighted 
pad over the cone till it is dry.  Of course I 
needed a sheet of plastic wrap to keep water off 
the MDF. 
 As you flatten segments on your cone stand, 
you can precisely butt the tears and secure with 
Scotch tape.  Scotch Crystal Clear or Magic Tape 
work just fine.  Burnish it down well, it will be 
amazingly easy to remove later. 

 Fabricate a rigid 
support ring out of 
whatever is handy 
(Figure 6).  In my case 
it was a scrap of ½” 
sheet rock.  Cover the 
surface with packing 

tape to make it non-stick. Clamp the cone to the 
ring and begin work on the outside suspension.  
Apply a small weight like MDF board to the 
apex of the cone (Figure 7).  Use a level to make 
absolutely sure the cone flange and apex are 
parallel.  Wet the flange and proceed to work the 
tears back into position with tweezers.  After you 
are done, make sure your cone is still level! 
 In the ‘olden days’ (last month), I’d say use 
coffee filter paper and dilute wood glue to make 
your repairs.   Do not use speaker dope if you use 
Scotch tape.  That method is ‘OK-ish’ but the 
paper cannot follow curves and it certainly does 
not work on the corrugated suspension at the 
speaker flange.  A number of folks have praised 
the use of old drier softener sheets but they are 
much too thick.  I now have a new ‘secret 
weapon’ to tell you about.  Note: When you are 
working with diluted regular wood glue, you get 
inconsistent results and reduced working time.  It 
is much better to get a bottle of Titebond II 
Extend slow-set glue at your local home 
improvement store. 
 
Remember that Scotch tape?   
 
 Now that you have glued the inside of the 
cone, it is time to remove the Scotch tape.  As it 
turns out, the wood glue, paper or my ‘secret 
weapon’ are not at all affected by lacquer thinner/
acetone.  Simply saturate a camel hair brush with 

Figure 5b.  Paper cone weighted down on top of jig Figure 5a.  Speaker repair jig made out MDF board 

Figure 6.  sheet rock ring. 

Figure 7. Cone clamped on ring and weighted down. 
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the thinner and brush along the edges of the tape.  
Within a second or two you can begin to lift the 
tape off with tweezers.  The acrylic adhesive on 
the tape just looses its grip on the paper but does 
not flow into the paper.  Any slight remaining 
string of goop will wipe off with a cotton ball or 
Q-Tip saturated with the thinner.  This works like 
a charm.  You have just got to try it to believe it.  

 Now for my ‘secret weapon’ – it is Pellon 
#865F interfacing.  This fabric is available at any 
fabric shop, even at the big-box Walmart stores.  
This very sheer fabric material must be cut ‘on 
the bias’ (45 degrees to the warp and weft.)  The 
easiest way is to place on a plastic cutting mat 
and slice strips using a wicked sharp razor blade 
as you apply firm pressure with a steel rule 
(Figure 8).  Note that there are three grades of 

this material.  You want the sheerest grade: “Bi-
Stretch Lite.”  This material “drives like a 
dream.”  Paint on a thin layer of your slow-set 
glue along your tear lines.  Dredge your strips of 
Pellon through a puddle of the slow-set glue and 
place with tweezers.  You will have plenty of 
time to brush out excess glue and air bubbles.  
The magic of bias cut fabric easily conforms to 
the corrugated suspension (Figure 9). 
 
The suspension still needs more help 
 
 So on to the other side.  Now for another 
‘secret weapon’.  Another layer of Pellon fabric 
interfacing on this side would make the 
corrugations more rigid than desirable, but 
severely damaged paper like this needs more 
support (Figure 10).  There is a pretty good 
solution to this problem:  Permatex® Flowable 
Silicone Windshield & Glass Sealer. This is 
available at any auto parts store. 
 This material will soak into voids better than 
any other easily obtainable product I’ve seen.  
Just work quickly on your brush-out.  The 
silicone will look ‘wet’ and not pleasing at all in 
this context.  As it begins to set up, you can take 
a dry, ½” wide, hogs hair brush with bristles cut 
to less than a ½” and tamp it along the surface to 
dull the finish. 
 Now it’s time to hide your work.  A light coat 
of flat black paint is fine, but remember you 
don’t want to add much weight to the cone.  If I 
had it to do over, rather than use a spray can of 
flat black.  I would use my spray gun and mix a 
little bit of gray primer into the flat black to give 
it a more accurate coloration.  And, if you have 

Figure 8. Pellon fabric cut on the bias 

Figure 9. Fabric conforms to the corrugated suspension Figure 10. Suspension repaired with Permatex sealer 
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an air brush, you can dust the silicone rubber 
coating on the suspension to dull the finish even 
more (Figure 11).   

 Now to put it back together. After temporarily 
clamping the cone back in the basket I adjusted 
the spider and tested the speaker. 
 
How to rivet the speaker 
 
 First I had to locate a source for the rivets.  
Sometimes they are called solid rivets but 
technically they are semi-tubular since they are 
hollow on the end. For small quantities, eBay of 
course, but the ones I found there were not the 
right length.   

 So I made this little jig out of fender washers 
(Figures 12a and 12b).  Two of the washers have 
six holes the diameter of the rivet. You stack 
enough plain washers between them to achieve 
your desired rivet length.  I could then drill each 
rivet 1/16” deeper and then grind off the excess 
length with a cut-off wheel in my Moto-Tool. 
 
How to set the rivets 
 
 A hammer and punch are just too violent and 
there is no easy way to support this 42 pound 
speaker.  There had to be a better way.  Here is 
my solution.   
 Chuck a #10 flat head wood screw in a drill 
or drill press. Using a cut-off wheel in your  
Moto-Tool, form a nice smooth cone (Figure 13).  
Use a little steel bar to capture the head of the 
rivet that is tall enough to clear the flange of the 
speaker basket (Figure 14).  Position your little 
punch and get your BIG Vise-Grip and clamp 
away.  It is really very easy to do. One C-clamp 
was removed to take the picture in Figure 15. 
 
Well, was it worth it? 
 
 It looks pretty good to me and works just 
fine. I’m happy (Figures 16a and 16b).  In cones 
used later in the 30’s that are much thinner, I 
don’t think there is any justification for patching 
both sides of the cone.  Also, remember that these 
patches certainly do not need to be any wider 
than a ¼”.  You are just adding to the mass of the 
cone.  There is theoretical evidence that placing 

Figure 11. A light coat of flat‐black paint to hide the repairs 

Figure 12a. Fender washer jig to hollow out six rivets at a me Figure 12b. Mul ple washers separate the fender washers 
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asymmetrical masses on a cone will introduce 
localized vibrations causing noticeable 
distortions. This is probably only a concern for 
high fidelity speakers.  Not so much so for that 
circa 1928 Atwater Kent Model F-4 speaker. 

Figure 13. Formed rivet punch 
Figure 14. Back plate for the rivet punch is clamped ghtly to the rim 

Figure 15. Punch is driven into rivet to flair out rivet end 

Figure 16a and 16b.  Right and Le  pictures of the repaired Jensen M‐20 auditorium speaker 
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CABINET REPAIR PANEL 
BY DOMI SANCHEZ 

[Collectively, our club has a wealth of tidbits locked in each member’s experience with radio 
repairs.  At the August 17th MAARC meet, I invited Joe Colick, Ray Donik, Daniel Koczur, Ed 
Lyon, and Geoff Shearer to participate in a panel that focused on wood cabinet repairs.  After I 
asked each panel member to introduce himself, I asked a number of questions that would draw 
from each member’s experience and differing perspective on wood working.  Here are some of the 
responses I can recall from the event. My questions are in italics.] 

 Tidbits 

What was your toughest or most memorable 
wooden cabinet repair job? 

Each panel member shared his favorite repair 
job.  Dan shared his experience with winning 
the first International Lazarus (Radio 
Restoration) Contest.  

 
What are the basic tools every shop must have to 
repair wooden cabinets?  

A laundry iron  
Various measuring tools / rulers 
Titebond glue 
Coping saws 
Crosscut saws that cuts on the pull draw 
Various sandpaper, some with mesh 
Lots of various clamps, can’t have enough! 
Sharp knives / X-acto and razor blades 
Scrapers and oil stone for sharpening  
Chisels  
0000 steel wool  
Putty knives 
Various sharp drill bits 
Heat gun 
Rubber gloves, dust mask, safety glasses  
(Geoff offered this tidbit about hardware: 
Screws from the 30’s only used straight-slot 
screws.  Phillips screw heads weren’t used 
back then.) 

 
What are your sources for supplies or materials?   

Woodcraft.com 
TWPerry.com 
Rockler.com 
Micromark.com 
Behlen products 
Mohawk products 
Colonial Hardware store 
Medical Supplies  

Mystery Challenge:  a basket case was presented 
to the panel.  Scrapping it was NOT an option.  
The panel’s mission was to offer advice on 
restoring this cabinet.   

What is the first thing you would do to the 
cabinet?  What would be your approach or 
strategy?   

Ed offered this advice: unless there is some 
strong sentimental value, I would consider if 
it is worth repairing. This is a common set 
with not a lot of value.  But since scrapping it 
is not an option, I would make sure the base 
wood support was solid. 
 

How long do you think it will take to restore this 
cabinet?  

A rough estimate was offered of about four to 
six months.  

 
At this point, we ran out of time. The audience 
was appreciative of the panel’s advice and 
wanted more time for some question and an-
swers.  We hope to have another panel at a future 
meet.  If you have a topic you would like to be 
discussed by a panel, please let me know. 

Mystery challenge: Philco 89 cabinet with loose and     
missing  veneer  
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EMERSON RADIO ADVERTISING SIGN  
 

BY ED BRADY 
 
[Ed Brady shares some wonderful tips on how to build a display base for a lighted sign.  He also 
provides some tips on how to light the sign with modern electronics. -Editor] 

A s an avid 
Emerson 

collector I am al-
ways excited to 
find an unusual 
Emerson item; 
especially if it’s 
reasonably priced. 
So I was quite 
happy when I 
happened upon a 
nice Emerson ad-
vertising piece 
about five years 
ago. 
 The advertising sign was in excellent condi-
tion with all the silk screening intact and I was 
happy to purchase it for $65. I believe this was a 
sign sold or given to Emerson dealers as an ad-
vertising display piece. I am not exactly sure 
when it was produced but it has the Emerson Ra-
dio and Television logo which Emerson did not 
start using until 1947 when it introduced its first 
television set. I am guessing this is vintage 1947 
– 1950, although part of me wonders if this par-
ticular sign is a reproduction given its condition. 
I bought it thinking I would find a nice wood 
base for it and display it as part of my Emerson 
radio collection.  Unfortunately it never hap-
pened. 

 A few years after 
I purchased this sign, 
I found another one 
offered on eBay. It 
was identical to mine 
but this one also had 
a lighted base. After 
failing to win the 
item, it sold for over 
$400.  The quest to 
locate a base for my 
own sign was on.  
I’ve been looking for 
one ever since. A few 
months ago I got am-

bitious and decided to see if I could make a light-
ed base that would be similar to the original.  
Based on the picture (Figure 2), the base appears 
to be made of stamped metal and uses either a 
small incandescent bulb or a neon tube. Making 
the base out of metal was not an option as I don’t 
have the tools or equipment necessary to bend 
and shape it. So I settled on using wood. I wanted 
more than a simple rectangular box so I spent a 
lot of time looking at molding and other wood 
products that would allow me to make a decora-
tive 40’s era looking decorative box without re-
sorting to making custom moldings. 
 I finally settled on Pattern 
52 crown molding coupled 
with a 1x2” pine strip (Figure 
3).  Pattern 52 is a colonial 
style molding with a height of 
2.75”. When installed at a 38 
degree angle it creates a nice 
scalloped profile 1.7” tall and 
2.17” wide as shown below. 
Although nothing like the 
original base shape, it pro-
vides a nice detailed piece 
that to me provided a nice forties era look. 
 The first step of the project was to assemble 
the crown molding with the pine strip so that it 

Figure 1.  Emerson adver sing sign without a base. 

Figure 2.  Example of an Emerson sign with its original base 

Figure 3.  Profile of 
crown molding  
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would simplify cutting the angles for creating the 
base. I used wood glue to attach the two pieces 
and 1” brad nails to hold the pieces together 
while the glue dried. Once my wood profile was 
assembled and ready, I cut it to length to obtain 
the proper opening for the glass; this created a 
finished box 4.75” wide x 19.5” long. The key 
issue here was insuring that the opening at the 
top of the base was wide enough to insert the 
glass but not so wide that the glass would wobble 
or so thin that the glass would get scratched 
when inserted or removed. The glass is 0.125” 
thick and my solution was to make the opening 
0.0625” wider so that I could line the slot with 
felt. The felt protects the glass while allowing a 
snug tight fit.   After sanding the box and filling 
all the joint cracks with wood filler its ready to 
be primed and painted (Figure 4a and 4b). 

 The last step of construction was to install 
braces inside the base for the glass to sit on and 
prevent it from falling completely through the 
base. In addition, the glass need to be inserted 
deep enough to provide sufficient support to keep 
the glass from wanting to tilt over putting stress 
on the glass. The height of the glass sign is 8” 
and I had no idea what the proper height to depth 

ratio should be to properly support the glass, but 
it could not be inserted more than 1.5” as this is 
the height of the lettering above bottom of the 
glass.  After playing around with various depths, 
I settled on 1”. To set the proper depth, I installed 
cross members internal to the box at each end; 
they are 1” wide and are spaced to allow a suffi-
cient opening for light to pass into the glass 
(Figure 5).  
 The picture I have of the original base show 
that it was panted black, but I wanted something 
that would stand out a little more. I finally decid-
ed on using a silver hammered finish paint made 
by Rust-Oleum.  I have used it before and it pro-
vides a nice colored and textured finish that gives 
a nice metal appearance when dry.  Up to this 
point everything had gone relatively smoothly, 
especially considering I was designing everything 
on the fly. After priming the box and drilling 
holes for the power cord and rotary power switch, 
I realized that the rotary switch shaft was not 
long enough to extend through side of the base. 
To reduce the box thickness such that the switch 
shaft would extend all the way through it and al-
low the mounting nut to be installed, I needed to 
counter sink the switch hole about 0.25”. Easy 
enough except it needed to be done on the inside 
of the box and the 3” wide box opening was not 
sufficient to insert a drill bit perpendicular to the 
box side to drill the countersink. At this point I 
was at a quandary as to how to solve this problem 
without tearing the box apart or building a new 
one. So I called it a night and went to bed hoping 
I would come up with a solution while I slept. 

Figure 4a.  Top view of sanded box 

Figure 4a.  Side view of sanded box 

Figure 5.  Underside of the base showing cross braces 

Figure 6. Hole cu er assembled backwards to reduce the 
thickness of the wall from the inside. 
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 The following day while digging through my 
tools I came across my hole-cutter kit and decid-
ed this might hold the key to solving my prob-
lem. By assembling the hole-cutter backwards 
and using the pilot hole bit to attach to the drill 
chuck, I was able to get the hole-cutter to fit in-
side the box (Figure 6). It was not ideal but it 
looked like it might work. Unlike a regular drill 
bit that cuts away all the material in the hole, a 
hole-cutter removes a core. This allows large 
holes to be drilled faster and with less motor 
power. But since I would not be drilling com-
pletely through the side of the box instead of get-
ting a hole I will get a circular groove the width 
of the cutting blade. However by using multiple 
cutting head diameters I was able to remove the 
majority of the material to create a 1” diameter 
countersink. The wood that remained in the hole 
was easily chipped out.  
 With this problem solved, the base was final-
ly ready for painting. Painting was quick, but I 
was unable to get the hammered look I was hop-
ing for. It looked nothing like the spray paint cap 
and did not have the typical hammered feel I was 
hoping to achieve. Previous uses of this product 
had resulted in excellent results so I was a bit dis-
appointed. But the finish looked good so I decid-
ed to leave well enough alone and start working 
on the light. 
 I decided against using an incandescent light 
as even a 25 or 40 watt bulb was too big to fit 
and I was afraid it would get too hot. Neon was 
too expensive, so I started looking for alterna-
tives. LEDs looked promising and come in many 
colors. I liked the LED rope idea, but it creates 
points of light and is not continuous across its 
length. My concern was that a LED rope would 
not provide an even lighting of the glass. While 
searching EBay, I stumbled across CCFLs; cold 
cathode florescent lights. They are used on cars 
and motorcycles to light up the undercarriage, 
and in gaming PCs to give them unique lighting 
effects. They come in a multitude of colors and 
are inexpensive. I picked up 4 tubes and two 
power inverters for $16 with free shipping.  What 
intrigued me most was that at 12V they were ad-
vertised to require only 5mA to operate. This 
would allow the light to operate 9-11 days con-
tinuously using two 1100 mAhr 9V batteries. 
Since I planned on putting this on a shelf with no 

access to an electrical outlet, this would give me 
the ability to power it for limited time using bat-
teries. 
 While waiting for my CCFLs to arrive I begin 
designing a power supply for them. Batteries 
would be great for limited use, but I also wanted 
it to operate from 120VAC. So I designed a 
300mA supply that would operate from both bat-
teries and 120VAC. The schematic is shown be-
low (Figure 7). 

 The design I used is a very simple circuit and 
requires very few parts. It consists of a 12V out-
put transformer, a full-wave rectifier, two capaci-
tors, a relay and a 12V regulator IC. When the 
circuit is plugged into a wall outlet, the relay is 
energized connecting the 12V regulator to the 
unregulated 18.1V created from the 120VAC line 
voltage. When the circuit is not plugged into a 
wall outlet, the relay is not energized and the 18V 
battery is connected to the 12V regulator. The 
7812 is a three-terminal voltage regulator IC that 
maintains a constant 12V output from a non-
regulated voltage that is too high to be used to 
power the load components directly. The 18.1V 
from the battery and the wall outlet is too high to 
power the CCFL ballast and would damage it if 
directly connected to it. The regulator reduces 
these voltages to a level safe to operate the CCFL 
power supply. The regulator also removes any 
residual AC ripple riding on the 18.1V generated 
from wall outlet. 
 When my CCFL light arrived, I connected it 
to my supply and tested the design (Figure 8). 
The CCFL lit up but was very dim. When I 
checked the output of my supply it was only 7V 
but with the CCFL load removed it regulated sol-
idly at 12V. My first concern was that there was 
something wrong with the CCFLs so I connected 
the other unit I bought and obtained the same re-
sults. At this point I pulled out my HP lab supply 
which can supply 0-20V at up to 5A.  I adjusted 
its output to 12V and set the current limit to 1A. 

Figure 7. A simple schema c to power my CCFLs. 
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Using the HP supply to power the CCFLs result-
ed in a very bright light and the output voltage 
was a constant 12V. But the power supply was 
providing 450mA to the load. This was not the 
current requirements advertised by the vendors 
selling CCFLs on eBay. After doing some re-
search on CCFLs, I learned that the inverter sup-
plies 5mA at 300-1200V to the CCFL tube while 
requiring between 400-600mA from its 12V input 
supply. Yet another setback to my project. The 
supply I had made did not have enough current 
capacity to drive the CCFLs and the 400mA load 
requirement meant that I was no longer    going 
to be able to power it using batteries. At 400mA, 
two 9V batteries rated at 1100mAhr would only 
last about three hours. 

 Given my new design parameters I set out to 
design a new power supply (Figure 9). I found a 
12.6V @ 1.5A transformer in my junk drawer to 
power the supply with and removed the relay and 

battery from the design. At 400 mA the regulator 
would now dissipate approximately 2.3 W so I 
needed to add a heat sink to keep the regulator 
from overheating.  
 Once I had my new supply, I verified that the 
circuit was working properly and installed it into 
the base (Figure 10). 
 With the electronics installed and working the 
only thing left was to install the bottom cover, 
add feet and install the glass. Below is my Emer-
son Sign and newly constructed base proudly dis-
played with of my Emerson radios (Figure 11a 
and 11b). 

 
 
 Although this is not a perfect copy of the base 
originally used, I am very pleased with how the 
base I designed turned out and displays. Final 
cost of materials was about $40. I think it makes 
an excellent addition to my Emerson radio dis-
play. I still have three CCFL lights and one pow-
er inverter left so I am now looking for another 
glass sign to add to my collection. 
 

Figure 8.  Tes ng my power supply with the CCFL ballast 

Figure 9.  Redesigned CCFL power supply schema c 

Figure 10.  Electronics installed into the base and tes ng 
good 

Figure 11a.  Fully assembled Emerson adver sing sign 

Figure 11a.  Lit fully assembled    
Emerson adver sing sign 
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TUBE TESTER TOPICS PART 1: EMISSION AND SHORTS 
BY MIKE HIGGINS 

 
[Mike Higgins is a twenty-year MAARC member who has devoted considerable attention to researching 
Hickok tube testers. In this first of two articles, he shares some thoughts on the subject with our readers. 
Mike intends to write additional articles on this topic. – Brian Belanger ] 

Introduction 
 What do we measure in order to decide if a 
tube is good or bad?  Three characteristics that 
are generally used are: 

• Emission 
• Transconductance  (also called mutual con-

ductance) 
• Shorts 

 Some cheap tube testers check only whether 
the filament has continuity. They will pass as 
“good” many tubes that are poor or even non-
functional, and, they do not have shorts testing 
capability.  Such testers are of limited practical 
value (but may be a little better than nothing). 
 
First Things First – Shorts and Leak Testing 
 The first thing to do, is to make sure that the 
tube will not damage the equipment in which you 
intend to use it (and that includes the tube tester 
itself). A shorted tube could cause extensive dam-
age. A short would generally be considered as 
“almost” zero ohms, whereas “leakage” could 
range from a small resistance to 100 megohms or 
more. 
 Even here there are differences. In general, 
tube testers, including different models of Hick-
ok testers, use neon bulbs or ohmmeter circuits to 
check leakage. Usually neon lamp circuits will 
detect leakages corresponding to several hundred 
thousand ohms or less. These circuits are typical-
ly designed to light a neon bulb if the leakage 
corresponds to a few hundred thousand ohms or 
less, which means they will also detect shorts 
perfectly well. Sometimes the circuit is designed 
so that the neon lamp will normally be lit, but if 
too much leakage or a short is detected, it will 
“short out” the neon lamp and it will go out. 
 The ohmmeter circuits used are conventional, 
and will usually detect leakages up to 10 meg-
ohms or so.  They often will have a table or some 
way to determine which elements are shorted or 

have detectable leakage.  Ohmmeter circuits are 
generally found in the higher-end, more expen-
sive sets.  In general, all of them work by check-
ing sequentially for leakage or shorts between 
each tube element and all the remaining tube ele-
ments, which are, at that point, electrically tied 
together. 
 
Transconductance 
 Better quality tube testers measure transcon-
ductance in one way or another. Transconduct-
ance, and how to measure it properly, is a more 
complex concept than emission. There is an 
amazing amount of misinformation, half-truths 
and downright falsehoods to be found on the In-
ternet and elsewhere. For now, we will save this 
discussion and concentrate on emissions testing. 
However, all transconductance testers must still 
be able to test diodes, and to do that, they must 
also have emissions test capability 
 
Emission Testing 
 Emission testing means simply measuring the 
quantity of electrons that can be emitted by the 
cathode of the tube, or the filament, if the tube 
does not have an indirectly heated cathode.  For 
tube types like diodes that don't have grids or 
control structures, emissions testing is all that is 
possible. 
 For diodes, AC voltage is applied and the De-
vice Under Test (DUT) is used as a half-wave 
rectifier, with the tester measuring the average 
DC current. These circuits usually also have a 
current-limiting resistor to protect the tester cir-
cuits as well as the device being tested. That re-
sistor further reduces the voltage at the tube 
when it is actually under test. 
 For low-power, small-signal diodes, these 
circuits use a low voltage (e.g. 20 VAC in the 
Hickok 539B). This is to protect the DUT.  If too 
much voltage is applied, and too much current is 
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it is only necessary to apply a relatively small 
voltage to get the rated current.  If the tube has 
low emission, when you apply the same relative-
ly small voltage, the current will be below what 
it should be and the tube will measure as weak.  
If the current is low when a higher voltage is be-
ing applied, then you also know the tube has low 
emission, but you would know this equally well 
from applying the lesser voltage. The bottom line 
here is that you don't need to apply high voltages 
to determine if a tube has low emission (except 
for gas diodes), so there is no good reason to de-
sign a tester that way (with high voltages). 
 Note that there are always limitations, even in 
a well-designed tester. Testing of rectifiers with 
high current capabilities may be inadequate, be-
cause the amount of current available from the 
tester for testing purposes may be smaller than 
the maximum rated current of such tubes. Thus it 
is the current limitation of the tester that matters, 
not the low voltage applied by the tester. Such a 
tube might easily supply adequate current to test 
“good” on most testers, but still not be able to 
supply enough current to perform satisfactorily 
in some circuits. In other words, if such a tube 
tests as “bad”, it probably is bad, but even if it 
tests “good,” it might not be “good enough” (i.e., 
too weak) for some applications. 
 Putting it another way, there is a strong ten-
dency for emissions tube testers to incorrectly 
pass high -current rectifiers as “good” even when 
they may be ”weak,” and for emissions-only test-
ers to pass any high current tube as “good.” 
 Emissions-only tube testers for tubes with 
grids (non-diodes) are usually simple and less 
expensive but will detect a high percentage 
(most) of poorly-functioning or non-functioning 
tubes. They will still miss a significant percent-
age however, and for some, there is the possibil-
ity that they could damage the tube being tested 
under certain conditions. Unlike the diodes-only 
testing circuits, emissions testers may use up to 
several hundred volts for some amplifier tubes. 
 As noted earlier, many, if not most, emissions 
testers tie together all the tube elements other 
than the filament or cathode (plate plus all grids) 
and measure the total current with positive volt-
age applied. Accordingly, these testers apply pos-
itive voltage to the control grid, and therefore can 
draw excessive grid current during testing. It is 

pulled from a low-power diode, the electron 
emitting material on the cathode can be perma-
nently damaged.  In other words, if the tube is 
operated at a current level sufficient to exhaust 
the space charge around the cathode to a great 
enough extent and/or for a long enough time, the 
cathode can be damaged, especially if gas is pre-
sent in the tube (and there is always some gas 
present in any tube.)  
 Most emissions testers merely tie the grids 
and plate together, with the control grid tied to 
the plate and thus highly positive instead of the 
usual negative bias. Accordingly, it is all too easy 
to cause excessive and damaging currents to flow 
in low power tubes!  Emission testers treat tubes 
with grids or other control elements as if they 
were simple diodes.  Even for regular power di-
odes, the applied voltage is usually fairly small 
(e.g. 35 VAC maximum in the Hickok 539B/C), 
except for 0Z4 gas rectifier diodes (approx. 287 
VAC in the 539B/C), which require high voltage 
or they won't fire.  You may see comments on the 
Internet about how diodes are tested at unrealistic 
conditions because they are not tested at the high 
voltages normally applied in service. In general, 
although such statements seem reasonable, they 
are incorrect. 
 Basically, when a normal, good diode is re-
verse biased, it will draw almost no current until 
the voltage is so high that it arcs internally, prob-
ably destroying the diode and whatever it is con-
nected to.  In general, if there is any significant 
reverse current (for example, from gas or a short 
or leakage), this should be detected in the 
SHORTS and LEAKAGE circuits and at voltages 
well below anything likely to be destructive. 
 The situation is only slightly more complicat-
ed when the tube is biased such that current 
flows. The current is the key to understanding it.  
If the current emitting electrode, whether it is the 
cathode or the filament, is able to emit enough 
electrons to meet the demand from the circuit in 
which the tube is used, the voltage dropped 
across the tube is generally small, usually a few 
tens of volts or less.  Rectifier tubes are designed 
this way, and there are good reasons for it. What-
ever voltage the tube drops across itself is that 
much less available elsewhere.  It represents 
wasted power and a potential source of unwanted 
heat.  So, if a diode tube has adequate emission, 
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 Classified Ads 
Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 

Antique Radio Repair: 30 years experience in 
repair of antique radios and tube equipment. 
Reasonable rates. Jay Forbes, 21128 Stonecrop 
Pl, Ashburn, VA 20147. 
(703) 729-9432, jfradio@aol.com.  
www.jfradiorepair.com 

Classes:  The National Capital Radio & Televi-
sion Museum in Bowie, Maryland offers classes 
in vintage radio repair/restoration. Classes are 
three hours per week for ten weeks and cover 
both radio theory and hands-on experience (e.g., 
proper soldering and troubleshooting).  You have 
a choice of Saturday mornings from 9 to noon or 
a weekday evening. For information, contact the 
Museum at 301-390-1020 or info@ncrtv.org. 

best to hold the test button down only long enough to make a reading. Testers such as the Eico Model 
625 and most kit testers can actually damage some low-power diodes under certain conditions. 
 A few of the better quality emission testers put reasonable voltages on the various tube elements 
and measure the plate current. Such testers are more reasonably priced than many transconductance 
testers and are, in my opinion, adequate for general tube testing. Examples are the Eico 666 and 667 
models. They can be used for matching tubes but will only give a “limited” match, and if you buy 
matched tubes based solely on such a tester, you will likely be disappointed.  
 Finally, as previously noted, almost all decent emissions testers are capable of adequately testing 
for shorts, which is very useful since testing a shorted tube can damage the tester and can possibly 
damage any equipment in which it might otherwise be used. 

For Sale: RCA/Nipper Maintenance mats, new 
old stock (probably 1980’s), red vinyl, black 
cloth backing, 51 by 31 inches, 1.3 lbs.  Two 
Nipper (dog and Victrola) logos with words 
“RCA Replacement Parts” in white at the top and 
bottom.  Mats were intended for use by techni-
cians repairing electronics in your home.  Mint, 
folded in original stapled plastic bag, with insert 
printed “RCA stock #1F8084.”  Makes a fine 
display covering.  $43 or two for $78, postpaid in 
US. Email or phone for picture or more info.  
Alan Diamant, 108 Redwood Drive, Madison, 
AL 35758; 256-325-4600, amdiamant@aol.com.  

For Sale by non-member: Mid-century modern 
Magnavox Astro-Sonic Stereo radio/record play-
er console. (Circa 1967) 72" maple wood cabinet 
with storage. Record Player may need some tune 
up. Willing to let it go cheap, but not for junk. 
Makes a good base for flat screen TV. Email: 
George Freimann at bgfreimann@comcast.net 

RadioFallFest 
October 19, 2014, Gates open at 7 a.m.  

3789 Queen Anne Bridge Rd., Davidsonville, MD 21035 
FREE Entrance, Tailgating and Parking 
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Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 
c/o Steve McAllister 
3903 Norwalk Place 
Bowie, MD  20716-1047 

MAARC Your Calendar! 
October 19, 2014 RadioFallFest - MAARC’s BIG combined antique radio, vintage audio 

and HAM gear swap meet at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. FREE admission, tailgating 
and parking.  Food, coffee and drink will be available for purchase 
provided by the Davidsonville Troop of the Boy Scouts of America.  
Gates open at 7am.  Auction starts at 12:30pm or earlier, depending 
on weather. 

 
Sun., Nov. 16, 2014 MAARC Meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center.  See 

p. 2 for map and directions.  Tailgating at 11:30am, meeting at 
1:30pm.  Display Table: Eye-tube Radios.  Speakers:  Charlie 
Scarborough and Eric Stenberg on “Eye Tubes”  

 
Sun., Dec. 21, 2014 MAARC Meeting at the Sully Station Community Center in Northern 

Virginia.  Tailgating at 11:30am, meeting at 1:30pm.  Display Table: 
Radios with 10 or more tubes .  Speaker:  Ed Lyon on “Emergency 
Radios.” 

 
Sun., Jan. 18, 2015 RadioWinterFest - Combined MAARC-NEM meet to be held at the 

National Electronic Museum near BWI airport. This will be an all-day 
indoor event. Full details will be provided in the November Radio Age.  

 
Visit www.MAARC.org for information about the club. The new discussion area now available 
Visit http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MAARC/.  Contact Chris Kocsis (pg. 2) about membership 
Visit www.NCRTV.org for information about the National Capital Radio and Television Museum 


